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Dear Colleague,
My medical group in Central Virginia is pioneering novel methods for fat reduction. In
our work at our center it has become clear that the amount of inflammatory fatsoluble debris that results from fat cell disruption is significant, regardless of
methodology. Cold clamping, laser, heat, and ultrasound ablation methods all lead to
release of the inflammatory cytokines inherent in fat cells, along with fat soluble toxins
that are difficult for kidney and liver detox pathways to handle. There is limited
regulation on these modalities, and we would like to keep it this way. Through the
responsible practice by the industry, we can keep the technology advancing and
available to the largest population to improve the health of Americans.
While your facility is ultimately in healthy competition with the spread of our fatablation technology, it is important to all modalities in the field that we share bestpractice methods and resources with one another to ensure that fat-ablation
technologies continue to produce the safest, and most effective results.
As such, I strongly recommend that you take a look at the product Watt-Ahh that is
produced in Florida by the Sarasota based company AquaNew. This product is difficult
to believe upon first hearing about it, and essentially has to be experienced to be
understood. The water is produced through a unique technology that adds electrons
to the molecular arrangements of hydrogen and oxygen elements in H2O to result in a
novel anti-inflammatory water.
The use of Watt-ahh at our medical clinic has resulted in immediate reduction of
inflammation, and can result in visible oils and fat soluble debris clearance through the
urine within the first few days of use. We have made created a mandatory posttreatment Watt-Ahh hydration regimen for fat ablation therapies in our center that last
a minimum of one week. We hope that you and your other colleagues in the field will
continue to pass on this information and share your experiences in your center as you
utilize the product in order to continue to improve client safety and clinical outcomes.
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